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I. INTRODUCTION

What was once called the cradle of Western civilization is now known
as the cradle of crisis. Decades of economic mismanagement, reckless
spending, and corruption have led Greece to its current financial disaster.'
Rescue packages have been adopted to help stabilize the crumbling Greek
economy. 2 Meanwhile, a country, a currency, and an entire continent have
been brought to its knees. This paper discusses Greece's astonishing rise
and fall from the Euro and the worldwide consequences of its financial
*
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crash. First, this paper will draw out the origins of Greek membership in
the European Union (EU), along with the significance of such association
for the country. Second, this paper will discuss how the Greek financial
crisis escalated and how government incompetence aggravated the problem.
Third, the global repercussions of a Greek exit from the Euro will be
explored. Finally, the financial problems in Greece will be compared to
those in the United States, reminding us of the world's interconnectedness.
II. BACKGROUND

From the very beginning, the Euro, as a single currency, has imposed
high risks on some European governments like Greece.3 When European
leaders got together in 1992, opting for unification of their monetary
policies, they were hoping that European economies would act in similar
ways.4 However, the plan did not transpire as they had hoped.5 Now, with
Greece in crisis and the Euro feeling the blow, the implications of this risk
have become clear.
A. A Brief Overview of the EU and Greek Membership
What started out as a "regional trade association" over fifty years ago
has become a regional union composed of twenty-seven member-nations.6
Throughout the years, these member-nations have created free-trade areas,
removed most of their inner borders, and vastly extended their outer ones to
create new associations with other European countries. 7 They also created
a system to synchronize their individual policies in areas concerning the
environment, human rights, social development, and more.8 Various forms
of government were also developed to democratize the EU.9
In 2001, Greece became the twelfth country to join the European
Monetary Union (EMU) with the hopes of gaining more stability and

3.

John Miller & Katherine Sciacchitano, Why the United States is Not Greece, DOLLARS &

SENSE, http://www.dollarsandsense.org/archives/2012/0112millersciacchitano.html
2012).
4.

(last visited Oct. 9,

Martin Feldstein, The Failureof the Euro: The Little Currency That Couldn't, 91 FOREIGN

AFF. 105, 105 (2012).
5.
Vivien A. Schmidt, The European Union's Eurozone Crisis and What (Not) to Do About
It, 17 BROWN J. WORLD AFF. 199, 200 (2010).
6.

Id.

7.

id.

8.

Id.

9.

Id.
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greater opportunities.10 For a country with a traditionally weaker currency,
joining the EMU meant a way to restructure Greece's weak economy and
remove border-crossing formalities." l Membership would go a long way to
unify and simplify the movement of people and goods between Greece and
the rest of Europe. Investors, however, believed that the decision to admit
Greece into the EMU would "send out the wrong signal" to financial2
markets because of their substantial budgetary and inflationary problems.1
Investors worried that other, weaker economies would also be allowed to
join the EMU without meeting the EU's economic criteria. 13 At the time,
Greece was not in any position to join the EU. 14 In fact, there were clear
indications that the Greeks were 'fudging the numbers' by making their
financial situation look better than it really was.1 5 Deception and lies
helped smuggle Greece into the EU.' 6 The acceptance of Greece into the
EU was a case of decision-makers' tolerance for countries seeking EU
membership.' 7 It was also a demonstration of decision-makers' negligent
review of the accuracy of Greek financial data.
B. Significance of the Eurofor European Unity
One of the main objectives behind the EMU and the Euro was to
create a more harmonious Europe. 18 Political leaders in Europe reasoned
that citizens would feel a "greater sense of belonging to a European
community" through their use of a common currency. 19 They also reasoned
that European integration would guarantee financial growth, allowing
several EU countries to compete on an international level with other major
economies. 20 Thus, in 1992, upon the signing of the Maastricht Treaty, the
EMU was born, giving its member-nations the world's leading trading

10.
Greece Joins Eurozone, BBC NEWS (Jan.
business/1095783.stm (last visited Oct. 6, 2012).

1, 2001)

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/

11.

See id.

12.

Id.

13.

Id.

14.

Id.

15.
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16.

Id.

17.
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18.

Feldstein, supranote 4, at 105.

19.

Id.

20.

Europe in 12 Lessons, EUROPA, http://europa.eu/abc/121essons/lesson-1/index
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power, a unified currency, and a cohesive market economy for goods and
services.21 The formation of a united European market provided people and
businesses with an essential platform in order to help EU countries
successfully participate in world markets.22 It also provided people with the
ability to travel freely throughout Eurozone borders.23 More importantly,
there is a profound psychological effect that emerges simply by sharing a
common currency.24 As one can imagine, European citizens should feel
more connected by carrying common bills and coins in their wallets each
day.25
III. THE GREEK DEBT CRISIS
Throughout the last decade, Greece went on a debt binge that came
crashing to a halt in late 2009.26 The country's debts were impossible to
finance, resulting in the Greek call for outside help. 27 This financial crisis
has destroyed the country's economy, brought down a government, and
unleashed violent protests, triggering a significant shock to the global
economy and the future of the Euro. 8
A. The Causes of Greek FinancialWoes
To most observers, the current Greek crisis is largely based on its
struggling economy. 29 Greece has violated the terms of its membership
agreement in the EMU by disguising the size of the country's current
deficit, which is projected to be around 300 billion Euros.30 With numerous
reports exposing the deficits and public debt accumulated by successive
Greek governments and the conditions of the bailout package offered by the
EU, "it is no secret that Greece has been in financial trouble for many

21.

Feldstein, supra note 4, at 106.

22.

Europe in 12 Lessons, supranote 20.

23.

See id.

24. Matthew C. Turk, Implications of European Disintegrationfor InternationalLaw, 17
COLUM. J.EUR. L. 395,404 (2011).
25.

Id.

26.
The EuropeanDebt Crisis, NYTIMES.COM, http://topics.nyvmes.com/top/reference/
timestopics/subjects/e/european sovereigndebt crisis/index.html (last updated Oct. 9, 2012).
27.

LYNN, supranote 15, at 2.

28.

The EuropeanDebt Crisis, supranote 26.

29.

Blazey & Wetton, supra note 2, at 147.

30.

Id. at 148.
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years."31 The Greek economy is faced with an enormous problem. Not
only is the country a major threat to the economic stability of other
Eurozone countries, but also to the entire world.32 Years of unrestrained
public spending, tax evasion, and early retirement for citizens with
generous pension plans, combined with the failure to implement financial
reforms, have left the Greek economy in worse shape than the country's
ancient ruins.33 The reasons for Greek financial troubles may be diverse.
However, disastrous economic management coupled with decades of
corruption in Greek politics has put Greece in crisis mode.34
1. A Country Living Beyond Its Means
The situation of Greece in the EU is simple. Throughout the years,
Greece has received enormous injections of aid from European funds and
European institutions that resulted in the nation's growth, resulting in a
country living beyond its means. 35 Tens of billions of Euros were given by
the EU to help "modernize and develop" Greece's subway system, as well
as to construct a new Athens International Airport to accommodate the
crowds that would flock to the Olympic Games of 2004.36
It was logical that Greece would want to host the Olympics at some
point. After all, this was the country that gave birth to the Olympics and it
was considered part of its legacy. However, there had always been
uncertainty as to whether Greece could really afford to host the world's
most extravagant sporting event. The skepticism, as it turned out, was
correct. The Greek government initially estimated a total cost of $5.9
billion to host the Olympic Games.37 But once the work was finished and
the stadiums built, the real cost grew close to $15 billion.38 Hosting the
Olympics was a prime example of Greece living beyond its means. For
years, however, the entire Greek economy had been living off of State aid
that was readily available. 39 Eventually Greece was fiscally derailed and
accumulated a tremendous debt. Since then, fellow Eurozone countries
have continued to grant monetary aid to keep Greece afloat, but at a high
31.

Id.

32.

Id. at 147.

33.

Id. at 148.

34.

See Blazey & Wetton, supranote 2, at 148.

35.

Id. at 150.

36.

Id.

37.

LYNN, supra note 15, at 117.

38.

Id.

39.

See Blazey & Wetton, supra note 2, at 150.
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cost-that of harsh austerity measures ordered by France and Germany in
exchange for two massive bailout packages that attempted to stabilize the
Greek economy.40
Together, the EU, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
European Central Bank (ECB), are the so-called troika, which devised the
first bailout package in May, 2010. 4 1 The bailout package involved a loan
of $152.6 billion with the hopes of stabilizing the country's battered
banking sector.42 In return, Greece was required to decrease public
spending.43 After the deal was announced, Greek Prime Minister George
Papandreou warned his nation that Greece had a very big trial ahead and
would have to accept such tough conditions in order to avoid bankruptcy.
In a public broadcast, Papandreou stressed that ordinary Greeks would
have
' 4
to accept "great sacrifices" in order to avoid imminent "catastrophe. "
The Greek community met the austerity measures with great
opposition, leading to violent riots, protests, and social unrest throughout
the country.45 The Greek community disfavored the austerity measures
because they required deep salary cuts and tax increases, prompting a
significant decline in the standard of living for the average citizen.46
Further, taxes were added on cigarettes, gas, alcohol, and the retirement age
was raised from sixty years to sixty-five years with a reformed pension
scheme.47
The first bailout package was granted with the impression that Greece
would "push through $30 billion Euros of spending cuts. ' '48 However, the
situation did not improve. It was originally anticipated that Greece's first
adjustment plan, together with the $152.6 billion bailout package, would
reconstruct Greek access to private capital markets by the end of 2012.
However, this process would take much longer; the first bailout was not
enough to avert Greece's deepening crisis. 50 As a result, a second, more
drastic bailout package for Greece was formally adopted in March, 2012,
40.

Id. at 3.

41.

Id. at 150.

42.
Angelos Tzortzinis, Greece, NYT1MES.CoM, http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/
intemational/countriesandterritories/greece/index.html (last updated Oct. 9, 2012).
43.

The European Debt Crisis,supra note 26.

44.

LYNN, supra note 15, at 4.

45.

Id. at 5.

46.

Blazey & Wetton, supra note 2, at 150; see also Tzortzinis, supranote 42.

47.

Blazey & Wetton, supra note 2, at 150.

48.

LYNN, supra note 15, at 4.

49.

Tzortzinis, supra note 42, at 7.

50.

LYNN, supra note 15, at 4.
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involving a loan of $172 billion." Under this second deal, private holders
of Greek debt were required to undertake a fifty percent write-down in the
value of their government bonds.52 Furthermore, Eurozone experts would
subject Greece's economic management to permanent supervision on the
ground in Athens to ensure that fiscal goals were met. 3 For the Greeks, the
idea of being supervised by troika was a degrading and unmatched
intrusion into their country's sovereignty. 54 For a country that had suffered
terribly under the Nazi-occupying regime during World War II, the last
thing they needed was a German Chancellor imposing painful bailout
55
conditions on their country.
It is often argued that after living so far beyond their means, the
Greeks are finally getting what they deserve.56 Accusations of Greeks'
living beyond their means have prompted the mistaken perception that
Greece is a country full of lazy playboys and party animals. The myth is
not dispelled by Greece's bad habit of unrestrained spending, corruption,
and tax evasion. This predilection for economic excess has contributed to
the failings of the Greek economy.57 For instance, the case of doctors in
Greece represented corruption and tax evasion.
Evidence shows that there were numerous situations where doctors
never cut any receipts or documented patient medical visits. 58 Many of
these doctors were proclaiming a yearly salary as low as 3000 Euros on
their tax receipts. 5 9 How could a doctor maintain practice rooms, pay for
medical supplies, and earn a proper living on such a low income? The
answer, of course, was that doctors were not declaring their true income.
They were simply practicing deception to avoid paying their taxes-a
usual, common aspect of Greek life.
However, most of these narratives only tell one side of the story. To
dispel the popular stereotype that Greeks are lazy, new research shows that
Greeks work longer hours than residents of any other European nation,
51.

Tzortzinis, supranote 42.

52.

Feldstein, supra note 4, at 109.

53.

The European Debt Crisis,supra note 26.

54.

LYNN, supranote 15, at 5.

55.

Id.

56.

David Ignatius, Greece's Downward Economic Spiral, THE STAR (June 27, 2012),

http://www.thestar.com/opinion/editorialopinion/article/l 218313--greece-s-downward-economic-spiral
(last visited Oct. 9, 2012).
57.

Paul

Krugman,

Greece

as

Victim,

NYTIMES.COM

(June

17,

2012),

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/18/opinion/krugman-greece-as-victim.html (last visited Oct. 9, 2012).
58.

LYNN, supra note 15, at 121.

59.

Id.
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including the Germans. 60 According to the data published, Greeks work an
average of 42.2 hours per week compared to just 35.6 hours per week by
Germans. 6 ' Also, the notion that Greek social welfare programs are
responsible for unrestrained government spending is inaccurate. Greece's
social expenditures as a percentage of GDP take up a significantly lower
amount of government budget than countries such as Germany or Sweden,
62
who have impressively persisted through the European crisis.
Aside from its successful shipping industry, presumed to be the largest
in the world, Greece's major industries are demonstrative of an economy
with a weak industrial base. 63 The excessive amount of imports compared
to exports, has always been a cause of concern for Greece's economy. In
fact, data from the Bank of Greece has valued the amount of imports as 2.6
times greater than the amount of exports. 64 Specifically, manufactured
products that are exported by Greece comprise only ten percent of the
country's GDP; this is compared with an average of thirty percent for other
member-nations in the Eurozone. 65 Furthermore, Greece's membership in
the EU accelerated the movement away from production of agricultural
goods.66 Currently, "Greece imports almost [forty] percent of its food, most
of its medicine and almost all of its oil and natural gas. 67 Industries have
been eroding and wealth-generating businesses have faded, leaving the
people of Athens to endure some of the highest prices in Europe, along with
lower average wages than those enjoyed by other EU nations.68 Based on
the above, the root of the Greek debt crisis runs deeper than simply a
country living beyond its means.

(Oct.

60.
Michelle Caruso-Cabrera, Greeks Work Hard,So Why Is There a Debt Crisis, CNBC.coM
18,
2011,
11:42
AM),
http://www.cnbc.com/id/44944435/GreeksWorkHard_

SoWhyIs There aDebtCrisis (last visited Oct. 9, 2012).
61.
Who Works The Longest Hours in Europe?, GUARDIAN UK, http://www.guardian.co.uk/
news/datablog/2011 /dec/08/europe-working-hours (last visited Oct. 7, 2012).

62.

Krugman, supra note 57.

63.

Tzortzinis, supranote 42.

64.

Protesilaos Stavrou, Exit of Greece from the Euro is Collective Suicide, PROTESILAOS
2012), http://www.protesilaos.com/2012/01/analysis-exit-of-greece-from-euro-is.html

BLOG (Jan. 8,

(last visited Oct. 9, 2012).
65.

Tzortzinis, supra note 42.

66.

Id.

67.

Id.

68.

Id.
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2. Dysfunctional Politics
Most would agree that the causes of the Greek crisis lie heavily in
Greek politics. This is no surprise considering prominent political figures
have been charged with corruption, bribery, and fraud. Most of this
corruption involves the administration of State funds. 69 Knowledge of these
scandals led to endless accusations that the Greek government and its
political parties were responsible for today's current economic crisis.
According to Professor of Comparative Politics Takis Pappas, "[i]f the
crisis were simply due to economic mismanagement, then an economic
prescription, no matter how bitter the pill, should be enough for putting the
house in order., 70 In his article, he suggests that, "recovery will require
much more than wise economic management., 71 72
Instead, it will entail the
"remaking of Greece's entire political.., system.,
The Greek crisis has its origins in a dysfunctional political system,
which has failed to react for over thirty years.73 The political system also
failed to react during the past June 2012 elections, where the system was
unsuccessful at forming a coalition government. How did Greece--once
called the 'cradle of Western civilization'--come to this? The causes lie in
three largely overlooked factors about Greek political life. The first is
Venizelos' Law.
Greek Parliament implements Venizelos' Law, which absolves
members of the Parliament for mismanagement or irresponsibility after new
elections are conducted.7 4 This naturally results in elections that happen
frequently, especially after major scandals are revealed. The perpetrators,
however, are never prosecuted. As parliamentarians, if they have been
recently reelected, anything illegal they did during their previous term in
Parliament has been cleared. 75 Thus, fraudulent politicians can escape their
crimes simply by conducting a new election.
The second major weakness is that political parties' private interests
largely control the Greek press.76 Thus, press is essentially a government

69.

See Pappas, supra note 1.

70.

Id.

71.

Id.

72.

Id.

73.

Id.

74.

See generally Liability of Ministers Draft Law (Law 3126/2003) (Greece).

75.

Id.

76. Pavlos Eleftheriadis, Only a New Political Order Can Rescue Greece, FT.coM (May 27,
2012), http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/a02f585a-a5bd-1 Iel -b77a-00l44feabdc0.html (last visited Oct. 9,
2012).
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monopoly "with no respect for rules of objectivity or moderation. 77 The
heated speechmaking of politicians is repeatedly shown and exaggerated by
television reporters. 8 Thus, there is no objectivity in the press.
Finally, the judiciary system is very slow, constantly bogged down,
and often corrupt. This is no surprise considering the government appoints
the principal figures of the judiciary on prejudicial grounds.7 9 An
independent and unbiased judicial system does not exist, as it does in other
major Western Nations and in80the United States. The consequence is a
defective governmental system.
a. Greece's Government: Divided They Stand
Greece's government has been held responsible for all the major
problems the country struggles with today. The political system established
during modern times has been governed by the rivalry of two main political
parties, the Panhellenic Socialist Movement (PASOK) and New Democracy
(ND), representing the left wing and right wings respectively. 81 PASOK is
a socialist movement that encouraged irrational spending to create a welfare
state without providing a steady tax collection base to be able to fund their
policies.82 Citizens became frustrated with the government's endless list of
ill-fated reforms.83 Their frustration grew to resentment once economic
scandals involving some leading PASOK members were exposed. As a
result, the ND government promised to rearrange the State and inject a
"new morality" into the political system of the country.84 However, once in
office, the measures taken by the ND were a flop. 85 No major changes were
introduced; the public sector continued to expand,
and public spending
86
increased, contributing to an extraordinary deficit.
It is obvious that these two main political parties lost track of their
ideological origins a long time ago. Flip-flopping in and out of government
since 1975, the parties focused only on how they could shower their
77.

Id.

78.

Id.

79.

Id.

80.

Id.

81.

Christos Lyrintzis, Greek Politics in the Era of Economic Crisis:Reassessing Causing and

Effects, 45 HELLENIC OBSERVATORY PUB. 1, 3 (2011).

82.

See Pappas, supra note 1.

83.

Lyrintzis, supra note 81, at 9.

84.

Id.

85.

Id.

86.

Id.
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respective constituents with benefits such as jobs, higher and earlier
pensions, free education, and hospitals. This was done without any
consideration for the needs and ability of the country to pay.8 7 In the end,
the two parties followed a trail of irresponsible populism with free-spending
ways, patronage politics, and ethnocentrism, leading the country to further
diverge from the rest of Europe.88 During the last thirty-five years, tax
collection has been suffering, corruption has been tolerated, and many of
the taxes have been ignored or forgotten and returned to collectors and
politicians as kickbacks.89 In fact, tax evasion has been so regular that
Greek citizens often considered tax evasion a normal practice. Many
Greeks have admitted to bribing tax inspectors, who would then turn a blind
eye to fabricated tax returns. 90 In fact, the average Greek household was
paying close to 1500 Euros in tax bribes per year.91 None of this money
was actually being paid to the government; therefore, none of the money
was used to pay off Greece's massive debt. The judicial system has been
likewise unresponsive, and in many cases corrupt. The judicial system
often delays or defers decisions on taxes that were to be paid by the
powerful few, and subsequently were never paid or collected.
The current Greek crisis is the product of political ignorance more than
anything else. Over the past three decades, both parties refrained from any
policy innovation, did not undertake to fix public finances, concealed the
true state of the Greek economy from the public, and misrepresented
Greece's financial situation to the EU.92 The parties used their control of
the public sector to stay in power for as long as they could. They also
caved in to the demands of workers' unions that lobbied for raising
workers' salaries and benefits. Further, the workers' unions pushed for
retirement at an increasingly early age.93 The unions did this by obtaining
additional loans from their creditors until it exploded in the form of the
fiscal crisis that recently hit Greece.
The country needs a political leader who will reveal the truth about the
crisis so that Greeks can realize the essence of the problem and apply the
actions necessary to solve it. It is impossible to have good therapy without
a good diagnosis. Thus, in order to restore the battered state of the country,
Greek politicians must realize that exchanging favors for votes only makes
87.

See generally id.

88.

Pappas, supra note 1.

89.

See generally id.

90.

LYNN, supra note 15, at 121.

91.

Id.

92.

Id.at 118.

93.

Id. at 122.
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the country more ineffective. Political leaders need to stop bickering about
who is doing more to save the country, and put their words into action. Of
course, the financial condition of the world economy does play a role in
making things worse for Greece.
B. A 'Grexit' From the EU
What once seemed unthinkable is now a real possibility. All over the
world, media headlines, political leaders, and economists are predicting a
Greek exit from the Euro in the near future. The prospect of Greece leaving
the Eurozone is increasingly conceivable, not just because of its own
political dysfunction and unsustainable debt, but also because the option to
leave the EMU is very enticing.
1. The Lisbon Treaty and the Exit Clause
Initially, the treaty that created the EU did not include a specific legal
provision that allowed a dissatisfied member-nation to leave the EU
community. 94 This resulted in a country that could secure membership
based on requirements for entry, yet be sentenced to confinement for life. 95
In other words, once a country was in, it was in for good. The Lisbon
Treaty and its so-called "exit clause" was created to fill this gap by
prescribing a procedure for a member-nation to withdraw from the EU if it
so desired. According to the treaty, a member-nation wishing to leave the
EU must officially inform all its Union partners of its decision and should
then try to negotiate the terms of its withdrawal in the most civilized
manner possible.96 If, however, the country cannot negotiate its exit
gracefully, it will be considered to have left the EU two years after it first
notified its Union partners of its decision to leave the club. 97
Although the Lisbon Treaty prescribes a procedure for withdrawal, it
"does not set out any specific grounds to invoke the exit clause."98 What is
certain, however, is that no other member-nation can force the expulsion of
Greece from the Eurozone. 99 The only thing that comes close to resembling

94.

Sideek Mohamed Seyad, The Lisbon Treaty and the EMU, 4 SWEDISH INST. FOR EUR.

POL'Y ANALYSIS 1,5 (2008).

95.

Id.

96.

Blazey & Wetton, supra note 2, at 156.

97.

Id. at 157.

98.

Seyad, supranote 94, at 5.

99. Carlos X. Alexandre, Only Greece Can Ask to Exit the Euro, SEEKING ALPHA (Feb. 13,
2012), http://seekingalpha.com/article/363091-only-greece-can-ask-to-exit-the-euro.html (last visited
Oct. 9, 2012).
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a 'right of expulsion' in EU law is Article 7(2) and (3) of the EU Treaty,
which permits a member-nation's rights to be suspended for a brief period
of time if a "serious and persistent breach" of the provisions stated in the
EU treaty have occurred. 0 0 This may be viewed as an initial step in
ejecting a member-nation, but it is certainly not the same as absolute
expulsion. 10' Thus, Greece cannot be kicked out unless the EU treaty is
reformed, and since Greece holds a veto on any such changes, this is not an
option. 10 2 However, if Greeks themselves voluntarily choose to leave the
EU by negotiating a withdrawal with their EU partners, it would be a totally
different story. While talks of returning to the drachma could be heard all
across the country following the May, 2012 elections, an estimated eighty
percent of Greeks wished to remain with the Euro. 10 3 Besides, even if
Greece did decide to withdraw and repudiate on its bailout terms, complete
departure from the Euro would probably take a while.' 4 A surprise
announcement of Greek departure would have to be made in order to
prevent Greek depositors from removing their Euros from banks and
holding them in cash.10 5 While finance ministers in Greece are considering
the possibility, orchestrating a 'Grexit ' 01 6 would be legally complicated and
quite lengthy.
2. Consequences of a Greek Departure
A Greek departure from the EU could trigger a deep and long
recession in Greece, the Eurozone, and throughout the world. Although
Eurozone membership has benefitted Greece economically, this
membership has paid a very steep price in terms of unemployment,
economic turmoil, and civil unrest.'1 7
Greece has been a "traditional exporter" of products such as olive oil,
honey, cheese, minerals, agricultural goods, and textiles. 0 8 On the other
hand, Greece has increased importing since its adoption of the Euro shifted
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Greek production away from agriculture and manufactured goods.' 0 9
Principal imported products include machinery for its factories, transport
equipment, fuels, chemicals, and medicine.1 10 The problem is that the value
of all the goods Greece imports cost a lot more that the value of the goods
This is called "a negative trade balance."' 1 2 Greece has
exported.'
managed to fill the gap with massive credits from the EU, payments from
foreign residents, tourism, and its successful shipping industry."3 In fact,
millions of tourists that visit Greece each year (thanks to the majestic
beaches) help the nation gather foreign capital that largely "contribute[s] to
the GDP on an increasing trend." ' 1 4 As long as Greece remains in the
Eurozone and receives loans from the other European countries, Greece can
use some of this money to pay for the extra products it imports; as such,
there will be no shortage of the imported products in the Greek market.' 15
However, if Greece were to drop out of the Eurozone, this financial transfer
would stop. Without the help of transfers from other Eurozone countries,
Greece will have trouble meeting its debt obligations and managing its
negative trade balance.'16
The only possible solution for Greece will be to repudiate its debt and
leave the EU. Greece will have to stop using the Euro and print its own
currency, the drachma, to use for payments. However, the drachmas
printed by Greece "will immediately be worth drastically less than the
euro." I17 Economists believe "the drachma would be devalued by an
estimated 50/70 percent compared to the euro." 1 8 All Greek businesses
with foreign debts designated in Euros would be unable to pay them off,
which would eventually lead to insolvency. 19 This would steer Greece into
an even worse recession.' 20 At the same time, since the Euros earned from
its exports will not be enough to pay for continuing imports, there will be
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shortages of imported goods for the country. 12 ' This is due to the fact that
devalued currency makes imported commodities more costly and would
lead Greeks with no other option but to buy local products.122 This means
that there could be blackouts because of a lack of adequate hard currency to
buy energy, a shortage of medications for hospitals, a scarcity of spare parts
for cars, and the list goes on. 123 This, in a nutshell, is the problem of not
having adequate exchange funds for imports and needing to continue to
borrow in order to finance its current trade imbalance.
On the other hand, a Greek departure from the Euro may not be so bad
in the long haul. In fact, many economists, including the IMF, which has
played an active role in lending Greece billions of dollars, believe a Greek
exit from the EU "is in the nation's best interest.' 24 Leaving the EU now
and going back to the drachma would hurt a lot less financially than the
current bailout course. 2 5 Indeed, for a couple of years, Greece would go
through turbulent times where its economy would plunge faster and deeper
than its current state. 126 But when this is all over, a new dawn would break,
and the economy would grow even faster than it would without
devaluation. 27 Not only will Greeks be forced to buy more local products
due to costly imports, but also foreign buyers will find the country's
cheaper exports to be more appealing. 128 The mounting cost of imported
goods would cause a reduction in the job wages in Greece, which would
then lead shoppers to decrease their spending habits, ultimately making
Greek products and services more available for exportation. 129 This would
enhance Greece's GDP growth and economy in general, and increase their
competitiveness in the market. 130 If Greece leaves the Euro, the weak value
of the drachma would attract vacationers all over the world because it
would make Greece a cheaper travel destination than other vacation
spots.13 ' Overall, the Greek economy would be healthier and its exchange
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rate would
"adjust over time" to avoid the current trade deficit from taking
32
over. 1

Although leaving the Euro seems like a great solution for Greece to
reduce its unsupportable debt, it is a lot more difficult and messy than one
might think. It is na've to believe that a Greek exit from the EU can be
achieved and that business will go on as usual afterwards. If Greece leaves
the EU, it could facilitate a very dangerous chain of events, instigating other
countries such as Italy, Spain, Portugal, and Ireland to pull out of the EU as
well. 133 Because of the risky precedent a 'Grexit' may set, Germany is
willing to pay in order to prevent Greece from leaving the Eurozone. 134 It
fears that a Greek departure could lead to the destruction of the Eurozone
and the entire EMU. 135 If Greece were forced to leave the EU, financial
investors around the world will be asking themselves, "Who is next?" If
one country can so easily leave the EU, especially when the EMU was
intended to be irreversible, capital markets will assume that other EU
countries can do so as well. 136 This kind of uncertainty will137drive the
financial markets crazy, causing the EMU to eventually collapse.
IV. CRUMBLING ECONOMY: WHO HAS IT WORSE, UNITED STATES OR
GREECE?

Many economists contend that the United States has the same
problems as Greece and that the financial situation of Greece is just the
beginning of a much larger problem the United States will soon face.' 38
A. Similaritiesand Differences
Although the United States economy is not in the same dire straits as
the Greek economy, there are some similarities between the United States
and Greek fiscal woes. In Greece, unemployment and underemployment is
widespread with 25.4 percent of the population actively looking for jobs, as
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140
reported in August, 2012.139 Greece's economy is still getting worse.
According to the latest data published, unemployment in Greece is almost
twice the average jobless rate in the seventeen countries that are part of the
EU. 41 Similar to Greece, the United States has had issues with
unemployment with a rate above eight percent. 142 Far too many students
are graduating from college and finding themselves "waiting on tables or at
counters at Starbucks" because they are unable to find work despite hopes
that a degree would pay off. 14 3 To solve the unemployment issue in Greece,
the government allowed workers to retire at an increasingly young age and
spent too much on generous pension plans. 144 Before changes were made to
the pension system in 2010, some pensioners were making much more than
when they were actually employed. 145 If the country had not reformed their
pension spending and continued to allow generous benefits for retirees,
there would be nothing left for those who were actually working. 146 Given
its aging population, Greek pension spending would amount to twenty-four
percent of its GDP by 2060, and this figure alone would be enough to
bankrupt the entire Greek economy. 147
Additionally, the Greek government has spent abundantly on
educational systems, health care benefits, and other services to generate
more employment opportunities for the people. 48 The plan to create more
jobs obviously failed and put Greece in a position of having to pay more
than it could possibly set aside.
Similarly, in the United States,
governments at the state and local level are generously spending on social
security and employee retirement plans. 149 According to financial analysts,
"78 million baby boomers [will] begin drawing on Social Security and
Medicare programs to support them in retirement.' 50
Unless the
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government raises taxes, reduces the benefits, or increases retirement age,
the programs will not be able to keep up with their promised pension
payments in the coming years. 5 ' The United States yearly federal deficit
has escalated from $161 billion in 2007 to about $1.3 trillion in 2011,152
while the Greek yearly government deficit was $26 billion in 2011.153 For
both countries, this is an annual budget deficit of about one-tenth of their
national output. 54 As in Greece, where high interest rates on government
debt will drive the country into bankruptcy, the United States federal and
state debt will continue to rise and creditworthiness will continue to fall if
the debt is not curtailed.1 55
While large government debts have led to economic distress in both
the United States and Greece, the relationship between the two countries is
much more complex. Generally, high interest rates on a country's debt will
cause a major reduction in the value of their currency. 156 Since Greece is157
a
member of the EMU, it does not control the value of its own currency.
Instead, Germany and France-the two biggest economies of the seventeen
countries that are member-nations of the EU-largely control the value of
the Euro. 158 By contrast, the United States has its own currency and is
guided by its own monetary policies. 159 Therefore, the United States can
print more money and increase or decrease160 the value of their currency to
balance their trade deficit, if they so desire.
Being firmly associated with a unified and established political regime
has offered more protection to the United States than Greece, which is
"loosely connected to the rest of Europe."' 161 When financial conditions get
difficult in the United States, the federal government is very receptive to
those in need, providing support through various programs such as
unemployment compensation, housing assistance, the Eamed-Income Tax
151.
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Credit, Medicaid, and more. 162 In Greece, financial assistance is more
sparse and given reluctantly. 63 The current economic crisis has prompted
64
many Greek residents to flee the country in the hopes of a better future.'
However, it is much more difficult to start over in a completely different
country, with language and cultural barriers, than it is to move within the
United States. 65 Greeks have fewer resources and the Greek economy has
far less influence over the world. 66 Greece's central bank is unable to
finance its deficit-the sole reason why help is coming from the outside,
primarily with Germany lending money to bail Greece out. 167 On the other
hand, the United States remains the largest and most dominant economy in
the world and its central bank can support its public spending during an
economic crisis. 68 Based on the comparisons mentioned above, it is clear
that the United States economy is not in the same dire straits as the Greek
economy.1 69 Although there are some similarities between the two
countries, they are nowhere near as great as exaggerated comparisons
contend. Instead, their fiscal positions as well as their tools to subsidize
government spending and respond to economic emergencies are different.
B. How A ProbableGreek Default May Affect the UnitedStates
If Greece left the Eurozone, an economic domino effect would
unquestionably take place in Europe. 170 However, one cannot help but
wonder but what the financial effect a Greek default would have on the
United States economy. Although United States businesses and banks are
not entangled in the Greek economy, investors fear that if Greece repudiates
its debt and leaves Greek bond holders with nothing, other European
countries like Spain and Portugal would suffer a financial strain on their
already weakened economies.' 7' If the EU economy were to crumble
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because of a chain of defaults and related bank failures, it could drag the
United States economy down with it, since the United States and Europe
engage in a lot of trade with one another.1 72 The EU is in fact the biggest
trading partner for the United States, and the loss of this market could hurt
United States companies who rely on sending exports to Europe. 73 In other
words, if an EU recession occurs, there will be less demand in Europe for
174
American exports because they will be more costly for Europeans.
Rather, money that is available will be spent on cheaper, local products,
greatly hurting United States businesses. However, it is important to note
that the United States' exports to Greece are minor.175 The problem,
however, exists the moment that one country leaves the EU, since the
market focus would shift to the other deeply troubled economies of Spain,
Portugal, Italy, and Ireland. 76 Thus, even though United States exports to
Greece are small, the United States could be considerably affected by a
Greek default if a shockwave spreads throughout Europe, endangering the
Eurozone as a whole.
V. CONCLUSION

The only thing anyone seems to be talking about in the markets these
days is the prospect of Greece leaving the EU. However, do not expect a
Greek exit from the EU to happen just yet. Although the media frequently
discusses the possibility, Eurozone members have fought way too hard to
manage the short-term symptoms of the crisis to just let Greece go. They
have already bought some time by executing an enormously expensive
rescue package and will continue to fight until the very end. Of course, the
austerity measures implemented by the EU and the IMF have been tough
for a fragile country like Greece. The bailout terms have significantly
impacted all aspects of Greek life including the psychology of the people,
employment, income, pensions, and more. Still, Greece has a duty to itself
and to the rest of Europe to emerge from its current debt crisis. Difficult as
the adjustment process may be, Greece will eventually gain from the
present restructuring imposed by troika. The institutional and economic
reforms will contribute to the creation of a balanced budget and the removal
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of bureaucratic procedures and corruption-all of which make Greece
uncompetitive.
Greeks should be willing to accept the painful bailout conditions if it
means they can stay with the Euro. 17 7 In fact, for the Greeks, sticking with
the common currency may be the policy goal of greatest significance. 78 In
late May, 2012, a poll found that eighty-one percent of Greeks believed that
Greece "should stick with the [Euro] 'at all costs.' ' 179 Additionally, the
European Central Bank's Vice President, Vitor Constancio, recently told
reporters that he does [not] anticipate that Greece will depart from the EU
and has faith that Athens will work cooperatively with Europe to come out
of its crisis. 80 If all this is not enough assurance that Greece is capable of
sticking with the Euro, we can look to the country's lasting history for more
answers.
Whether it involved keeping their culture alive under Ottoman rule or
defending their homeland from Persian invasion, the Greeks had a fighting
spirit and refused to give up. Drawing from its resilient past, the truth
suddenly becomes clear; there is still hope for Greece to be saved.
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